Dorner Tail Kits January Promo Terms and Conditions
Promotion includes the following: Drive & Idler Tail Kits [Tail Kit Assembly includes: tail plates
(left & right}, spindle and bearings (all components that can be used as a drop in replacement)].
Promotion applies towards Tail Kits when purchased as a spare part with a new conveyor or
purchased for an existing conveyor for all series of conveyors. Discount only applies to tail kits
outlined on the purchase order. Dorner will provide an added 5%, 70% or 75% discount off
Dorner List to sales channels above any parts discounts extended to distributors. Dorner will
assign the added 5%, 70% or 75% discount based on a channel or customer referencing the
promo-code for the January promotion- KT5JAN19. If the code is not referenced, Dorner will
not automatically include the added discount. Dorner will extend the added 5%, 70% or 75%
discount directly to customers purchasing through a manufacturer's representative if the
promo-code is referenced on the order. This promotional discount is to be applied to the tail
kits only. Alf worldwide Dorner customers are eligible for this program. The promotion starts on
Tuesday, January 1st and continues through Thursday, January 31st. The added discount will
not be applied to any orders received after Thursday, January 31, 2019. This is a promotion. The
added discount is not intended to replace current discounts and should not be recognized or
suggested as a permanent price structure after 1/31/19. The promotion applies to the products
selected during the promotion period. Added discount is not to be applied to other products
and cannot be combined with other new conveyor orders, aftermarket parts or belts or any
other promotions from Dorner. Any discounts need to be applied directly to the order by a
channel or customer. Dorner reserves the right to revise, modify or terminate this promotion at
any time without liability of any kind to Dorner or an authorized sales channel. This promotion
is neither assignable nor transferable. It is intended for the use of our authorized sales channel
and select customers.

